
 
 
LE VISITEUR 
 
 
Production-wise Le Visiteur makes timeless house and disco from choice edits to 
funk-fuelled originals composed with the sole aim of moving the dance-floor. He 
has formed a strong alliance with several like-minded labels and his releases 
regularly chart within the House & Disco top 5’s download sites including Traxsource, 
Juno & Beatport where he has had nearly 1000 days in the charts. 
 
As a producer he has also enjoyed A-list DJ support from the likes of The Black 
Madonna and huge radio support across the globe on Craig Charles BBC6 Music 
show, Ministry of Sound radio, Triple J and Kiss FM. He has also amassed millions of 
streams on Soundcloud and Spotify. 
 
A record collector and lifelong DJ, Le Visiteur has amassed a serious music 
collection ranging from the cherished to the cutting edge and has played 
everywhere from roadblock residencies to the world’s best clubs, festivals, radio 
slots and crazy after-hours parties all over the globe from Ibiza to Dubai.  
 
A self-professed student of the DJ mix, Le Visiteur provides a monthly show for British 
Airways’ in-flight entertainment channel. Mixing together the cream of house and 
disco, his show airs alongside a handful of A-list DJ’s including Deadmau5, Sasha 
and Mark Knight. As such his mixes are available to over a million travellers every 
month. 
 
Along the way he has shared the decks with some of his musical influences and 
idols including Kenny Dope, Roger Sanchez, Lindstrom, Greg Wilson, Horse Meat 
Disco and many more. A Le Visiteur DJ set crams in disco old and new, classic 
house & techno jams, 80’s electronica and the finest upfront tracks of today as he 
seeks to create an electric atmosphere each time he hits the decks. 
 

With a long list of singles already hitting the heights of the charts and a string of 
seriously hot tracks due for release, expect Le Visiteur to be a regular name in the 
club scene for years to come. 

 
DJ bookings contact: paul@theunityagency.co.uk 
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